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Little Ten Champion

The College Chronicle

VOLUME III

DRAMATIC CLUB WILL
PRESENT "THE WONDER
HAT" ON NOVEMBER 20

State Teachers College, St. Cloud, Minnesota, Friday, November 12, 1926
THE UNDEFEATED TEAM SAINT CLOUD STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE

Game Here Tomorrow

NUMBER 5

LEWIS BARRETT HEADS
STAFF OF CHRONICLE
FOR WINTER TERM

The One-Act Play is a Satire on
The Play "Columbine" Mocking
Youthful Loves

Chronicle Sports Writer in Fall
Quarter to Become Editor in
Chief Next Tetm

RAMSLAND COACHES PLAY

CALLS FOR JUNIOR STAFF

Rosemary Barrett will take the Part of
Columbine While Robert Murray
Plays Harlequin Role

Ninety Responses Indicate that Juniors
are Interested in Carrying on
Work of College Paper

The Juniors flocked to the colors when
The first production of the Blackthe call went out for staff members of
friars is to be "The Wonder Hat", a one
the Chronicle for the winter term.
act play to be given November 20 in
Lewis L. Barrett, editor-in-cheif of
the college auditorium. It is being
the Chronicle for the winter term, asked
coached by Mr. L. C. Ramsland of the
the juniors to indicate on slips of paper
Technical High School faculty.
what work they had already done on
The play is a Ben Hecht productionschool publications, or if they had not
a satire on "Columbine". An attempt
been on school papers, to indicate
to preserve the spirit of the original is
whether they would like to try for
successful because of the cleverly manpositions on the Chronicle staff. Ninety
aged lines. It is also a satire on youthjuniors, most of whom had been on
ful love.
school publications, signified their deColumbine, played by Rosemary
sire to try for positions. The largest
Barrett, is a young girl very much in
number, forty-one, have done reporting
love. She is spirited and graceful.
and wish to continue with it. FourHarlequin, done by Robert Murray, is
teen have been editors-in-chief or assisa young m:an who does not want to fall
tant editors. Seven offer their services
in love and spoil his ideal. Pierrot, a
as typists. Five are interested in conman of the world, the exact opposite of Back Row-Bemis (A. Coach), Hall, Cater, G . Westerberg, T. Westerberg, Bush, Torgerson, Nelson, Lynch (Coach) ducting a literary department. Some
Harlequin, is played by Ralph Sullivan.
wish to go in for humor, others for carMiddle Row-Turula, Bettendorf, Hansen, Wing, Jacobson, Keyte.
Front Row-Coumbe, Bonham, Anderson, Kamrowski, Secrest (Captain), Saliterman
Myrtle Larson is the sophisticated cocktooning, still others for feature _writing
ney maid, Margot. . The part of Punchand so on through all the positions that
inello, an old, stooped Jewish peddler, is
the paper offers.
taken by Arnold Nehring.
ALUMNI WELL REPRESENTED FIXTURES OF THE SOCIAL
LESLIE D. ZELENY GIVES
The applicants for positions have
Work has been started on a three act
been asked to try out by submitting
AT ANNUAL HOMECOMING ROOM ATTRACTING MANY
COURSE IN DELINQUENCY articles for the Thanksgiving issue of the
play which will be produced before
the Christmas holidays.
paper. The large number signifying
People who see the Social Room ustheir
desire to be on the staff _points
New Course Will Enable Seniors to
Lawrence and Shoemaker Halls Greet
ually express much favorable comment
toward great success for the college
TWOS. T. C. ALUMNI GAIN
Alumnae From Far and Near
Understand Child's Difficulties
upon its appearance. Only those who
paper under Junior leadership.
Many Others Visit Outside
in his Social Adjustment
FINE COUNTY POSITIONS
saw the room before it was remodeled
can appreciate the change.
FOOTBALL SEASON TO END
Alumnae now teaching in nearby
Mr. Leslie Zele,ny will offer a course
Walter Machula and Chester Lund
The room was at this time last year
WITH DANCE INT. C. GYM.
are now holding excellent positions in cities and towns were welcomed by both a dingy gymnasium. The student in juvenile delinquency the fifth period
dormitories during the week-end of council conceived and carried through during the winter term.
Ramsay and Douglass Counties.
The Student Council of the college is
The new elective considers the causes sponsoring a dance in the gymnasium
Walter Machula, class of '26, has a Homecoming while outside guests from the idea of remodeling it. It was revery fine positio_n as assistant county far and near numbered half a hundred. floored and painted i?Y the college which of children's conflict and maladjust- Friday evening, November 19, in
superintendent in Ramsey county.
has spent approximately eight hundred ment with the standards of modern honor of the football team. At a joint
Grad1 from '08 Through '26 at Lawrence
Mr. Machula's duties as assistant
dollars
in renovating and furnishing complex social life and establishes prin- meeting of the Men's and Women's
Lawrence Hall visitors were Harriet
ciples for child guidance and adjust- Councils it was decided that a dance
county s'uperintendent are in many ways Aldrich and Flora Brower teaching at this attractive gathering place.
like those of other assistants in county Kimball; Agatha Benkowsky and Arie
The societies and clubs of the college ment. Part one of the course is the be given in honor of the team which has
superintendents' offices, but in Ramsey Ollidor '24 teaching at Swanville; Addie showed thetr loyalty to the cause by problem of delinquency and considers had such a successful football season.
county an interesting and progressive Caswell and Myrabelle Davis '26, donating ten dollars each toward its the topics of conflict and maladjust- Chairmen for the various committees
feature is that the assistants serve as Sebeka; Lucille Chappell '25, Atwater; furnishing. Among the many things ment in home, school, indtf~try and are as follows: publicity, Marion Ham;
special supervisors.
Mr. Machula Edith Clark '26, Evansville; Mathilda which were bought were: flower bowls, community and the 'attitude of delin- orchestra, Do'na:Jd Cook; d~coration,
supervises industrial arts in all the rural Driste '26, Annandale; Alice Hoefer '24 table decorations, including four candle- quency. Part two is personality and Florence Anderson; invitation, ·Francis
schools of Ramsey county.
and Blanche Nelson '23, White Bear; sticks and holders, a screen for the ser- social adjustment and considers the Zila; tickets, Lewis Barrett; chaperones,
He finds the work exceedingly inter- Emma Knowles '26, Marine-on-St. vice door, shades for wall lights, pillows, following · topics: new understandings Gail Stenbeck and refreshments, Milesting and is to be congratulated on se- Croix; Grace Maddy '26, Sauk Centre; rugs, plant stands, table runners, and of condu ct, impulse and social control, dred Lindall. A nominal charge to pay
curing so excellent a position.
Ebba Melin '25, Hutchinson; · Elsie curtains. The following contributed for habit and social continuity, the in- for the orchestra and r efreshments will
Chester Lund '24 was last week Peterson '26, Randall; Bess Waite '18, these: the H. 0. P. Club, the Camera feriority complex and social behavior, be asked.
elected county superintendent of Doug- Little Falls; and Dorothy Martz '23, Kraft Club, Womens Glee Club, Art phantasy and social rationalization, self
las county.
Esther Swift '19, and Frances Wallace Club, N ewman Club, Y. W. C. A., control and social control, the emotional Y. W. MEETING NEXT TUESDAY
basis of social conflict, abnormality and
Mr. Lund was a prominent member '25 all teaching in St. Paul.
and all the literary societies.
A general Y. W. C. A. meeting will be
social condu ct. Part three is the
of his class. He was an assistant
, Many '26 Alums at Shoemaker Ball
held
next Tuesday, November 16,
ad justment of delinquency and it coneditor of the 1924 Talahi staff and had a
Shoemaker Hall had as its guests
Since the Homecoming pep-fest siders juvenile court proceedure, cor- at which the last talk on etiquette will
prominent part in the Senior play of
that year, "The Laughter of the Gods". Esther Frazier and Dorothy Flenn '26 the CHRONICLE staff has been rectional ed ucation, mental hygiene and be given by Mrs. Beth Garvey. BeUpon his graduation he accepted a posi- teaching at Clarissa; Mabel Carnes '24 treasuring a forgotten relic. It the adjustment of delinquency, the sides this there will be two musical numtion at Brandon which he has most and Addie Jack '26, Little Falls; Gladys has four wheels and all breaks! characteristics of successful workers bers, a reading by Gail Stenbeck, and
with delinquents and a community pro- the regular singing of hymns and
successfully filled. He leaves it now Sweet '25, Alexandria; Anita Siebel '26,
The
staff
gives
notice
that
if
the
Belgrade;
Claire
N
ickel
'26,
Sartell;
gram for the adj ustment of delinquency. devotion.
to take up his position as county superGertrude Mayhew '26, Buffalo; Rosa- vehicle is not called for by two
intendent.
Knowledge of Social Life Valuable
lind Larson '26, Annandale; Nielen minutes past twelve next Friday,
ATTENTION TO SENIORS
This course is open to seniors, and the
Lien '25, .Aitkin; Aileen King '26,
prerequisites are psychology I and
November
19,
it
will
be
auctioned
off
What
funny incident has happened
LET'S BOOST THE JUNIORS
Richfield; and Lois De La Hunt, Agnes
sociology I. Juvenile delinquency may during your student teaching that is
to
the
highest
bidder.
One of the most unusual bands in Hoy, Mildred Juul, Doris MacDonald,
be taken at the same time that socio- worth publishing in the COLLEGE
this country will give a concert in the and Marguerite Smith, all of the class of
logy is being taken. In this elective CHRONICLE? The CHRONICLE
college auditorium tomorrow evening. '26 teaching. in Minneapolis.
'26 Donald Schwartz '26, Colin Camp- course Mr. Zeleny will apply the prin- is offering a prize of one dollar for the
The last issue of the CHRONICLE
Many Guests Visit Outside of Dorms
Continued on back page
bell '26, Walter Machula '26, N at
most humorous incident pertinent to stucontained an article on the merits of
Some of the outside guests were Johnson '26. Bill Stevens '24, although
dent teaching. All seniors teaching are
the Chicago Symphony Band and it Walter Anderson '25, Laura Arneson he had to travel several hundred miles
All who heard the Mac Dowell lec- eligible to enter the contest. Reahas been extensively advertised since. '26, Lester Ashbaugh '25, Robert from Absaraka, North Dakota, where ture-recital Tuesday evening N ovem- sponses must be in the box on the
The Juniors are to be complimented Bailey '26, Ruth Bisel '25, Agnes he is principal, arrived in time for the ber 9, expressed themselves · as being CHRONICLE door not later tha71,
for sponsoring such a musical pro- Borgendale '22, Alma Daughey '21, pep-fest Friday night.
very well pleased. A varied reper- next Friday afternoon, November 19.
gram as this. Student tickets are on Geneva, Orpha and Meta Chapman
It is very probable that there were toire of the famous composer's Edward The staff and adviser will judge which
sale by members of the Junior class '26, Beatrice Dale '26, Ione Fryle '25, many more here whose names were Mac Dowell's best music was be·a uti- is the best and it will be published in
for fifty cents. Let's help boost the
Marguerite Gainor, '23, Lelia Hall '25, not in the registration book, but this is fully given by his wife, Mrs. Mac- the next issue of the paper. Seniors,
juniors by buying Q, ticket and enjoy Kay Hawley '23, Alice Henderson '21, sufficient to show that the S. T. C. Dowell, who is touring the country here's an easy way to earn some spendan evening's entertainment.
Carl Hendrickson '25, Elmo Hill '25, alumni hearkened to the call to come giving recitals to raise money for a ing money.
Olivia Wolter '26, Alvin Westgaard home for the best Homecoming ever. memorial tjJ her husband.
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THE COLLEGE CHRONICLE
ST ATE TEACHERS COLLEGE
Saint Cloud, Minnesota

I

LITERARY DEPARTMENT

THE VALUE OF LANGUAGES

I

The following is ~n editorial from
the Liberty magazine:
L----------------------..J
One of the universal plaints of schoolboys, and one of the commonest growls
Published bi-weekly by the students of the Saint Cloud
We are often taught in poetry to see beauty in from the average man, is: "What good
Teachers College
commonplace things that we have looked at before is all this Latin and Greek? No one
with unseeing eyes. Corn shocks have reality and ever talks • these dead languages."
imagination- evoking qualities.
No one ever sayst "What is the use
This poem appeared in The Century Magazine.
of learning that three times nine is
twenty-seven?" Yet Latin is the three
CORN SHOCKS-BY CLAY CRAWFORD.
The College Chronicle, one year......................................... $1.50
times nine of the majority of the modern
Sturdy in the winter, golden in the sun,
languages.
More than 65 per cent of
Marshalled in the valleys where zigzag fences run,
EDITORIAL STAFF
the words we use trace back to the Latin
Editor-in-Chief ........................................ ............................ ...... . Eveline Silver Fairy-like in moonlight, tawny in the dawn,
Business Manager.... ... .... ... .............. ... . ........... ............Althea Richardson
root. A knowledge of Latin greatly
Assistan~ Editors ..... Isa bel McDonald, Mildred Lindall, Michael Haggerty Dusky on the hilltop when the light is gone.
increases the understanding of the full
Cartoonists ............................. ................ Dorothy Mamer, Michael Haggerty Something of a steeple, something of a tree
Typists ........... .................... ...................... Marion Hammond, Gertrude Smith
meaning of words used in English,
Something
of
a
wigwam,
old
and
dear
to
me.
Associate Editors and Reporters
French,
Spanish, Italian, and practically
Henry Bettendorf
Judith N elson
all other languages used in commerce;
Loville Cronen
Lewis Barrett
VANITY FAIR
J essie Hanson
Marjorie St. John
and, increasingly, a thorough knowledge
By William Makepiece Thackeray
Edna Halliday
Ruth Salhus
Lloyd Kambestad
Marvel Peterson
Thackeray, in "Vanity Fair" characterized many of the meaning of words and ability
different types of people. There was Amelia who to speak and to understand languages
was very tender, kind and soft hearted and could is becoming necessary to success in
WE MAKE OUR FINAL BOW
This is the last issue of the CHRONICLE to be not help expressing her feelings in tears. She would business.
More than half of the world's business
put out by the present Senior staff. The Juniors pine for days, yes, months, over the loss of her lover,
who have been selected to succeed us, under the George Osborne. Even though George did not come is done in English. Prior to the World
able direction of the new editor, Lewis Barrett, will to see her for weeks, she never once doubted that War, German r anked second and Spanpublish the next issue with our assistance. It is he was deeply in love with her. The day before ish third in commercial languages. A
with a feeling of regret that we relinquish our task. George was killed in the Battle of Waterloo, he great part of the suCC!c!SS of the Germans
We have come to regard the CHRONICLE as our shunned Amelia at a ball given in Brussels, where in South America and other countries
definite accomplishment, and although we have met they . were stationed. Even this did not' cool her has been. due to their ability to speak
.,
the language of peoples with whom they
with difficulties the pleasure we have derived from love for him.
Becky
Sharpe
was
just
what
her
name
implies. traded, while the English-speaking salesour work, far outweighed the trouble we may have
had. T~e pr~s~nt staff has worked harmoniously (In fact nearly all of the characters were given names men have been inclined to insist that
together m stnvmg for a better paper. At all times which fitted their owners perfectly). Becky was very those with whom they deal speak English.
have we had the heartiest co-operation of students deceitful in her cunning ways. She would flirt with The Polish Jew claims to be the
George Osborne one minute and the next would be greatest linguist in the world because
and faculty.
The CHRONICLE, without a doubt, could he smiling an angelic, innocent smile into the truly in order to succeed in business in that
improved in various ways; it is far from being a innocent eyes of Amelia. At times Becky seemed to polyglot section of the world around
model publication. But we have tried to print all have no conscience. She made love to the most the northwest corner of old Germany,
that would be of interest in regard to college life. miserable looking, cranky, man in order that she the merchant had to speak at least six
We have tried to be fair and to present all sides of all might inherit his riches. But she pretended to be languages. The Dutch rate high as
questions. If others have received as much instruct- as innocent as a baby when in the company of really linguists merely because, being surtion and pleasure from reading the CHRONICLE good people. She finally lost her husband (Rowdon rounded by five different nations using
as we have in publishing it, then we are duly re- Crawley) and little boy (Rowdon, Jr.) because she different tongues, and depending upon
paid. The Juniors have our sincere good wishes would flirt with Lord Steyne in order to get presents them for commercial success, the Holin the form of jewelery and money. She kept her lander is compelled to speak English
for success in their new undertaking.
rather stupid husband from having any suspicion German, and French, and to understand
of her flirtations until this last one with Lord Steyne. Danes, Swedes, and Norwegians.
IN JUSTIFICATION
Amelia nearly cried her eyes out when her son, The commercial value of language
It seems that there are certain rumors circulating
among the students about the Dramatic Club. It little George, was given to his rich grandfather be- is hard to figure. Considering the fact
so happens that a large number of the winter students cause Amelia was too poor to bring him up. But that America's trade with non-Englishaccepted as Blackfriars are residents of St. Cloud, Becky never seemed to miss her boy when he went speaking countries amounts to about
two and a quarter billion dollars a year,
and sundry remarks have been made to the effect to live with his aunt and uncle.
I think Thackeray believed in the old saying that it is evident that being able to speak
that "one has to live in St. Cloud in order to get into
that club." In justification to the people chosen we water seeks its level. Although Becky stayed up in the language of those countries counts
wish to say that these rumors are entirely without the world for several years, (1813-1826), she finally heavily.
foundation. In t4e · first place, according to the went back to the kind of society that she herself really This expansion of trade r elations
statistics printed in the CHRONICLE for October 15, was a member of. Amelia, although she was very with non-English-speaking countries
there are 103 students attending S. T. C. who live poor for a while, came back and lived at about the accents the fact that Americans are losing heavily through neglecting the
in this city. This number is by far the largest re- same level that she started out on.
George's father was a ~hard hearted man. He study of languages, and yet striving
presentation from any one city in the state. It is
natural, then, that the number of Saint Cloud showed his selfish character by going back on the to compete with Germari, Jewish, Swiss,
Students m competitive organizations should be Sedly family. He charged Mr. Sed'ly with crooked- and Dutch m erchants who commence
greater than the number of students from any ness in business so that he might enrich himself. their preparation for business with those
other city. In the second place, Mr. Ramsland, This Mr. Sedly started Mr. Osborne in business countries by learning their languages.
No country affords as general or as
when he chose the members, did not know the when he was a poor young man.
There are many sayings in "Vanity Fair" that are thorough facilities for learning Ianindividuals. He judged them by their ability and
chose them accordingly. Is is a noteworthy fact topics for sermons. For instance, "The world is a guages as does the United States, and
that pupils attending the Tech receive valuable looking glass, and gives back to every man the re- perhaps no investment is as valuable in
bringing quick returns as knowledge
instruction in dramatics, while there, and some of flJ tion of his own face."
·
Reviewed by Alton D. Hill '25.
of other languages-especially German
them become very much interested in this line of
and Spanish . Yet we are neglecting
work.
BOOKS TO READ WHICH ARE IN OUR
a basic asset in the commercial world
If one stops to consider these facts, one realizes
LIBRARY
by assuming that our customers ought
that it is not at all strange for St. Cloud to have a
to come to us and speak our language.
large representation in the Blackfriars.
"WILD GEESE"

INVENTORY
At the end of the month the grocery man counts
all the stock he has left, figures up what he has put
into the business for the month, and what he has
gained from it. In other words, he wants to know
how successful he has been. Then he replenishes
his supplies and starts the new month with the desire to do better.
Our school year has come to the end of its first
semester, which is in one sense equivalent to the
grocer's month. There are still eight days left, but
we can start taking inventory now. How can we
take inventory of ourselves? By examining ourselves carefully and fairly with these questions:
How have I entered into my work? What has been
my attitude?
Have I shown the right spirit?
Have I done my best? What are my weaknesses?
Have I got what I should have?
The first semester is now in the past for us. Our
chances are gone for improving it. Before us, however, is the new semester on which to make a fresh
effort. Now that we have overcome such formal
difficulties as adjusting ourselves to different living
conditions, getting acquainted with the college and
the students, and learning the ways and habits of the
teachers, we are ready to begin again with more
vim than before, with a more earnest purpose, and
with._more sincere .work: . · ... .
·

by Martha Ostenso
The book "Wild Geese" depicts life on a Minnesota farm under the cruel tyranny of an unscrupulous father. The character in the story are outstanding, unusual people. Miss Ostenso vividly portrays the drudgery of the farm work, the vision and
simplicity of many farm people. She also pictures
the life of a country teacher. Miss Ostenso's style
possesses great simplicity; her story is very direct
and is intensely interesting. Martha Ostenso was
herself a country teacher, a fact which probably
3:ccounts for her accurate view of country people.
"GREAT SHORT STORIES OF THE WORLD"
by Clark and Luber
This is a collection of tales from ancient Egypt,
Greece and Rome, from biblical literature, as well as
from nearly every modern country of the Orient
and the western world.
"WHAT IS ENGLISH"
by Ward
In this book Ward presents a view of "What is
correct English?" m a new and interesting way.
His opinions will probably startle many a teacher
who has grown smug and settled in her attitude concerning certain definite principles which she has become , accustomed to. Read it and discover for
yourself its valuable content.

EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT
'---------------...J

This might suggest something to us.

NEW REWARD SYSTEM
To devise a new system for rewarding girls for meritorious work in the
school will be one of the important
issues on the Student Senate program
this year, according to Helen Toma,
president.
"The new system means to become
all-inclusive by rewarding girls for
work on committees, school activities,
and outside school work," declared
Miss Toma. "We shall try to make
being of service to the school more
important than receiving a letter."
Today Senate members will bring
in names of activities which they deem
worthy of merit and begin to discuss
how many points should be given for
each activity.
The Senate will proably ask the
co-operation of the clubs in awarding
honors . . Is being a club member sufficient to merit a point? Should section representatives receive points?
What
committees deserve credits?
Thbse are a few of the problems.
An important factor about the system is that it will be managed by students. One tentative suggestion is
that students hand in a list of their
activities from time to time. These
lists would be checked by a committee
whose duty it would be to keep a record
of all work done in clubs, committees,
assemblies, Senate and other activities.
-Junior College Journal (Cleveland) . .

.,..

,.

How would you like to go to this school?

COLLEGE OF 500 CRUISES
WORLD FOR EDUCATION
The Floating University, which has
taken the world for its campus, left
Hoboken aboard the S. S. Ryndam
September 18, for a 50,000-mile cruise
around the world. Cruising along at a
speed of twelve knots, the Ryndam with
her student body of 500 will visit the
principal ports of the world.
Havana, Cuba, is the first stop.
From Havana the travelers proceed
through the Panama Canal, to Hawaii
and the Far East, from thence by way
of Ceylon, the Suez Canal, to Europe.
School will be over for the year when
the touring scholars arrive in New
York, May 4, 1927.
Dr. Charles F. Thwing is president
of the novel college, and fifty faculty
members season the sight-seeing with
instruction. Harry J. Allen, ex-Governor of Kansas, edits the campus
newspaper, the Binnacle, along with
his duties as head of the journalism
department. Floating University has
no f fo.o~ l team.-Hamline Oracle. ·
I

_}.}:l ·

1'1"1'he library is a good place to learn
and practice good citizenship. The
books and magazines and tables are for
the use of the entire school. They ,are
not for any one individual. In the
library, the student's first thought
EDITOR'S COMMENT
The above editorial makes a strong should always be, "I am here to study;
plea for the mastering of foreign lan- and that is also the aim of the other
guages. It is certainly true that the students around me."
The ones who giggle and talk are not
more languages one is able to speak the
more cultured one is, and b ecause of only wasting their own time, which is
this alone, J1 knowledge of modern lan- bad enough, but they are disturbing
guages is desirable. However, as the those who want to study.
Another thought of a student in the
writer of the above states, a mastery of
foreign languages has an immense com- library should be, "I will leave the
mercial value. This country has not library as quietly as I can." He should
paid very much attention to the teach- remember that there are many others
ing of languages in the public schools who are leaving the library at the same
and the results are shown in our trade time to go to classes and there are many
relations with countries speaking other who remain to study, and they should
languages than English. It is our not be interrupted.
Each student who comes to this
opinion that other languages have a
great value and ought to have part college receives some training in using
the card catalog. A student can save
in our school curriculum.
much of his own time and the librarian's
by using the card catalog to get the call
The God of harvest praise,
number of a book before inquiring
In loud thanksgiving raise
Hand, heart and voice.
about it.
The valleys laugh and sing,
Let's remember the library requir~
the cooperation of every student in owt
Forests and mountains ring,
school. Students .can · make it a deThe plains their tribute bring,
The streams r ejoice.
lightful place for reading and study.
Jane Montgomery.
0. s·. O.- Aberdeen Exponent . .

I
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TWO MEMBERS OF FACULTY
IN CURRENT MAGAZINE

FAIRY GODMOTHER GIVES Y. W. PERSONALITY SCHOOL
RARE COGNOMENS FREELY
ATTRACTS S. T. C. GIRLS

I----------------I
CURRENT SAUCE

-'

John B. McCrory and Leslie D. Zeleny We are wondering why the A. L. S. The big hearted fairy godmother that Many times one hears the cry "Oh,
members are running around feeling gave some of our distant relatives their what is the proper thing to do?"
Write Articles for Prominent
For this reason the Y. W. C. A. is
of their bones. Don't ask them for they names certainly coined some mixtures
Educational Magazine
won't tell; but we know that they have a some appropriates, some originals, some conducting a series of meetings on

.

soft spot in their heart for the "heavy
(Heavy
October publications reveal the fact men" since Homecoming.
that members of the S. T. C. faculty men can bend "tin" by jumping on it)
are contributors to educational maga- There's a riddle!
zines.
A Study of the Relation between
The seniors know better than ever the
Ability and Achievement.
meaning of the old adage, "Time waits
In the October issue of "Educational for no man" and they also know that
Administration and Supervision" there this precious element is about as scarce
is an article "A Study of the Relation as wisdom-teeth in a cock-roach. When
between Ability and Achievement" ever they are encroached upon for
written by John B . McCrory. Sen- advice the same old story, " I haven't
iors would probably be interested to time; ask a junior," is heard. But it's
know that 35% of them were the sub- one of the "joys of being a senior".
jects of the study while they were juniors. In interviewing Mr. McCrory
Did you hear about "That Certain
the reporter has found that the purpose
Party"
at Lawrence Hall about two
of the study was to decide the question
"Can we tell shortly after or before a weeks ago? "The Perfect Day" wasn't
student enters college whether or not quite appropriate, was it?
he will make a success?" The conclusion reached as revealed by the
"The Big Parade" drew many of our
article is that one is able to predict students-this time, though, they were
fairly well the kind of work a student spectators rather than the spectacle.
is likely to do.
When asked how the study was carThe Newman Club stunt given the
ried out Mr. McCrory continued:
"In solving the problem I used the data Friday night before the T. C.-Eveleth
from the Otis Self Administrating Test game certainly prophesied "Eveleth's
and high school records. Then I used Wretched State"-and it wasn't exwhat in psychology is called a regres- aggerated a bit either.
sion equation. As to the outcome I
should like to refer you to the table on
Did you see, or did you hear, the
page 485," said Mr. McCrory as he orchestra at the Homecoming dance?
harided the reporter a copy of the magazine. "Here is a table of twenty seniors who entered college the winter
A Measure of Social Opinions
term. You will find on study that there by Students.
are only four exceptions to the general
The October "Journal of Applied
trend- -marks predicted and marks Sociology" contains an article entitled
received were very closely related. "A Measure of Social Opinions by
This difference in agreement where it Students" Written by Leslie D. Zeleny:
exists is due to the fact that other things This is an attempt in a new field and has
than the intelligence of the student are not been touched on very much.
concerned with success in school as Investigators are working on it at the
well as in real life. These things are University of Minnesota but as yet
called by psychologists character or have not published anything.
personality about which little is known
When the reporter asked Mr. Zeleny
and which mean habits of industry, concerning his own article he hurriedly
persistence, initiative, originality, hon- said, "Oh! it is nothing great- just an
esty, perseverance, etc. Which plays attempt to see the pictures in the stuthe most important part in one's dents' heads. Then a teacher is able
success and how much it influences the to teach to modify these pictures. At
success is still undetermined. Appar- the conclusion of the course I give the
ently less than· 50% of a students' same test to find out how t he pictures
success in college is due to the factor of have been modified. The test has a
intelligence alone. This conclusion is high coefficient of reliability it being
warranted from all studies because of .89 (Brown formula)."
the correlation which ranges from 34The article shows the validity, re68 between intelligence and college liability, administration, scoring stanmarks."
dards of the test. It also il'lcludes a copy
Apparently Mr. McCrory was thru of the test.
but the reporter was not. "Of what
When asked concerning other work
value will this information be if it he was doing Mr. Zeleny told of the
stands the test of use?"
article about race prejudices and where
"It will be used to help students ad- they come from. The title of the
just themselves as early as possible, article will be "American Prejudices
and if possible, to select those who will Concerning the Orient." Violet Nylen,
not do satisfactory work before they a graduate of 1926, and Mr. Zeleny will
have spent much money or time. A be co-workers. Miss Nylen gathered
fact that migqt interest you is that very extensive data while taking the
Normal training graduates ranked high- sociology course and now Mr. Zeleny
er than the unselected high school is working it over. It will probably
graduates. This superiority is not due be published next spring. A few of the
to traits of intellect but to other traits, interesting features of Miss Nylen's
some of which are, more maturity, data are the distorted opinions the
better study habits, more self-confi- Americans have of the Orient. Twelve
dence and greater readiness to partici- out of one hundred and thirty-eight
pate in class discussion. These are all students believe the following statesubjective elements but without a ment true: "The Orient is the land of
doubt they do influence the teachers' assasins and murdurers." Twenty sevmarks."
en of this same number describe the
In answering the much asked question Orientals as being "queer, grotesque,
"How do the marks of the 'first quarter ridiculous, cruel, treacherous, and incompare with the final average?" Mr. dividuals who chase one with a knife."
McCrory stated, "Generally speaking
The question "Where do students
the inarks of the first quarter are lower get these ideas" is asked. Here is the
than the ultimate achievement. The pathetic part as revealed by Miss
final average usually is higher."
Nylen's study. Out of eighty-four
The interview was over. The report- books from our college library twentyer gathered up himself and hurried off seven told the students that the Orient
with his prize-notes and a blue covered was a "land of assasins and murderers."
magazine "Educational Administration Twenty-one books described then as
and Supervision." (Here's a note to "schemers, crafty, wily old birds."
th() juniors. You are the subjects this These are just a few of the ideas that
year.)
·
Miss Nylen found.

SOCIETIES AND CLUBS

copies, and some Swedish. S. T . C.
has several of each. If some one had
time around this busy place he un_d oubtedly could form a complete story
using just surnames.~
Starting with the A's, we find twenty
Andersons, an Armstrong, and Arndt,
and an Asseln. The next in line proves
the point by having a Bakke, a Beebe
(any relation to the gun?) a Behr (pronounce Bare if you please) a Biza, · a
Bjudge (pronounced Ba juge?) a Bohn,
here's a stickler, Bohnenstingel; a
South American country famous for its
rubb er, with an added I-yes, Brazill;
another puzzle in Bromenschenkel, and
some Brooks. Yes, we have some Fish
for these Brooks,-dear little Junior.
Some of the famous Campbell clan
are found in our midst along with a
Carletti and a little sister Collitti, a
Cook, some Cotton, a Curtin, some Cole,
and a Cassell, (sounds like hash?)
Even cars have relatives here for we
found a Dodge and a Hudson. A
Freese is quite current with our weather
reports; and Fremo listens like breakfast food. We have a Grande man,
girls; and a Sweet girl, boys; also a Newman. A little Grief, some Hamm, a
Hammer, a Halliday, a Hill, (no relation to Helen) a King, a Landmark,
some Sand, Scales, Silver, Stones, and a
Snicker: We found an Allee Henry, a
younger sister of John, we think, and a
Ruth Frank.
Heavy competion for honors is in
this next group of sons; tho the Ande's
won. There a,re twenty Andersons,
eighteen J ohnsons, sixteen Olsons, fifteen Petersons, seven Larsons, seven
N elsons, and Michael Haggerty. The
only I was Iverson, at least we are not a
braggadocio bunch!

A regular meeting of the Newman
Club was held Thursday, October 22,
in the Music Room. The attendance
was the largest in the history of the
club. The president welcomed the
guests and explained the purpose of the
organization. The following committee
was chosen for the Membership Drive:
Marion McCarthy, Pearl Smith, Regina
Schwargzbauer, Robert Murray, Edith
Wambeke,
Dorothey McLaughlin,
Martha Schillewert. Delette Coy was
elected as news reporter. Following
this an interesting program was given
which consisted of a reading by Viola
Benson, a talk on "The History and
Works of Catholic Church" by Reverend Charles L. Grunenwald, and a
musical number by Pearl and Aileen
Bisel.
A FIVE DAY WEEK IN THE COMMERCIAL WORLD
Henry Ford announ ces that his employes will work only five days a week
from now on. Some people have
pointed to the teaching profession as one
which required only five days of work
in a week, and we are glad to know that
no longer is our profession the only calling that can be so designated.
As a matter of fact, teaching has
never had a five-day week. We sup 7
pose that there are a few teachers who
actually finish their work on Firday
afternoon, b ut they constitute a small
minority. If class work were the
teachers only job, the implication
would be true; but it is only one of the
tasks of our profession. Extra-curricular activities (in reality a part of the
curriculum) require enough of the time
outside of teaching hours, that most
of us find it necessary to use Saturday
and even part of Sunday to prepare
lessons, to grade paper, to have conferences-in short, to do the thousand
and one tasks that are a part of the
efficient teacher's work.- The Mystic.

modern etiquette. The general Y. W.
C. A. meetings have in other words been
turned into a Personality School.
The Y. W. girls at their last meeting
were given a personality test in which
they took inventory of themselves, concerning their characters. The second
meeting of the Personality School occurred in the Social Room the fourth
hour, the second of November. The
meeting opened with the Y. W. C. A.
song "Follow the Gleam". Devotions
were read by Miss Esther Sundheim.
Miss Arline Litsky played a saxaphone
solo accompanied by Marcella Hudson.
Miss Carrie Minich gave an exceedingly interesting talk on courtesy in the
home. ·
"The foundation of courtesy everywhere is the golden rule," Miss Minich
said. •~People are discourteous usually
because they do not think, not because
they
intend to be unkind.
Be
courteous to old people. Think always
of the kind thing to do."
Again came up the age old problem
of snobbishness. Do girls really know
how much they hurt another member
of their group by ignoring her and
treating her coldly because they consider her inferior in dress and manner?
Miss Minich also spoke of the American voice. Everyone knows that the
American voice is not like Annie
Laurie's. Girls can do much to benefig
themselves and others by modulatint
their voices.
A good many of the questions asked
Miss Minich by the girls concerned introductions, table manners, and etiquette on the street and in the home.
A large number of Y . W. C. A. member~ were present. The Personality
School will be continued at the next
meeting.

The Waverly Literary Society held
their Homecoming tea in the Y. W. C;
A. room Taturday afternoon, October
30, from four until six. The Waverly
colors, orchid and green, were carried
out in the decorii.tions and favors. The
society girls and a large number of
alumnae welcomed the new rushees who
signified their desire to become pledges
by attending the tea:
A new club composed of the Twin
City students was organized October
26. The officers elected were: president, Mable Anderson; vice-president,
Mildred Ferguson; secretary, Margaret
Juul; and treasurer, Theresa Nash:
The faculty advisers selected were Miss
Knudson and Mr. Duncan.
The Misses Marie Case and Merle
Wilson, advisers for the Thalia Literary
Society, were hostesses at the pleasant
Homecoming tea held at the Olson
Home Saturday, October 30th. Many
former Thalias were present and a most
enjoyable time was spent in renewing
acquaintances. Among the alumnae present were Genevieve Glynn, Antionette
Spencer, Vera Gilbert, and Esther
Frazier, all of whom were graduated
last year. Pledges signified their acceptance of invitations to join the
society by attending this tea. Delicious sandwiches, cookies, tea and mints
were served. The mints were in the
society colors, green and yellow.
The Photozetean Literary Society
held its Homecoming tea at Miss
Mamie Martin's home at 504 Second
Avenue South, Saturday, right after the
game. Many of the alumnae were
present.

The Avon Literary Society held a
beautifully appointed tea last S.iturday.
It wa:s given in the Music Room of the
Technical High School. The decorations were yellow, orange and black.
There were over sixty present, who enY. W. C. A. BANQUET SUCCESSFUL joyed and helped to create the wonderThe Y. W. C. A. sponsored a Mother ful spirit of hospitality so noticed and
and Daughter's banquet which took commented on by the alumni.
place at the Presbyterian Church the
evening of Homecoming.
The Minerva Literary Society was
Miss Birdie Rykken was toastmis- the hostess to seventy-five guests at
tress, Miss Elsie Holt, Y. W. C. A. their welcoming tea Saturday, October
president of 1925, spoke of the wonder- 30 . . The tea was held at the charming
ful progress the Y . W. had made during home of Mrs. Milton Neely, a Minerva:
the last year. Miss Leta Wolhart, alumna. Fourty-five of the guests
vice-president, spoke on "Unknown were pledged members. Twenty of the
Quantities". Mrs. John Talbot spoke guests were alumnae. Miss Claire
as a representative of the Y. W. C. A. Hovorka, Miss Marguerite Smith, and
advisers. A reading "Interviewing Miss Elizabeth Gans were among the
Mark Twain" was given by Miss Viola alumnae of '26 who were here. ChryBenson. Miss Helen Steen sang "Noc- santhemums were the flowers used in the
turne" by Curran and "There are decorations.
Fairies in the Bottom of My Garden".
She was accompanied by Miss Myrl
The Story Tellers held their annual
Carlson.
Homecoming tea in the Social Room.
They were very glad to welcome so
Dreams, books, are such a world; and many of their alumnae friends and
society sisters back to renew old acbooks we know,
Are a substantial world, both pure and quaintances and meet new friends.
Miss Isabel Lawrence, who was the
good;
Round these, with tendrils strong as originator of the Story Teller Literary
Society was the guest of honor at the
flesh and blood,
Our pastime and our happiness will tea.
grow.
The Athenaeum Literary Society
Wordsworth
entertained at a rushing tea in the
Social Room Tuesday, October 26
T ea was served to about seventy-five
When you play, play hard.
g•1ests. A program consisting of a solo
When you work, don't play at all.
and a trio vocal number was given
Roosevelt.
The Social Room was decorated in
purple and gold streamers, the Athen
Thank God every morning when you aeum colors. Part of the afternoon was
get up that you have something to do spent i'n dancing, music being furnished
that day which mu~t be done, whether by the Phillips Orchestra.
you like it or not. Reing forced to work,
and forced to do your best, will breed
in you temperance and self-control,
diligence and strength of will, cheerfulness and content, and a . hundred
other virtues which the idle never know.
Charles Kingsley.

The Athenaeum Literary Society
held their Homecoming tea in the
Black Cat Room which was decorated
with the society's colors. Many alumnae
were present. The pledged members
were also guests at this tea.
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;MANKATO OPPOSES SAINTS O.N TECH FIELD TOMORROW
LITTLE TEN CONFERENCE EVELETH IS WALLOPED BY
CHAMPIONSHIP DECIDED S. T. C. AT HOMECOMING
S. T. C. and Powerful Mankato Eleven Red and Black Athletes Accumulate
Largest Score of Season 10
Will Battle in Final Mix. Both
Defeating Eveleth 33-0
Teams Undefeated to Date
Tomorrow we battle the powerful
eleven from the Mankato T. C. for the
Little Ten football championship of
Minnesota! For four years S. T. C.
has lost this championship by ·one game.
This appears to be a natural jinx, but
this year things may be different. Recent reports from the squad seem to
indicate that something will be doing
on Saturday, th.at a certain visiting team
is going to get the surprise of its life.
Winona took our championship last
year on a fluke after being outplayed
the whole game. Everyone is out to
win. The downstate warriors from
Mankato come highly praised in their
scoring ability. It seems no team has
been able to meet their ripping offense,
and with one of the heaviest lines in the
conference they have a defense hard to
beat. Decisive wins over Rochester
and Winona prove this. But where
they are heavy and hard hitting our
men are exceptionally fast, clever, and
just as hard hitting. Modern football
is not made up of a lot of "beef."
Cleverly executed plays with each man
doing his part are hard to stop, and we
have these. Every opponent we have
met has been dazzled by our brilliant
display of plays. Few times have we
been held on downs before the enemy's
goal post and never have we been kept
from scoring. Needless to say, we
don't intend to start. By many,
Mankato is given the edge to win, but
our men just can't see it that way.
Coach Lynch and the men are out to
take the Little Ten crown and only a
real football team can keep them from it.
We have several advantages. We are
playing at home. This is always a big
factor. Then, too, we have already
played six games, winning three conference tussles, whereas Mankato has
played but five games two of which were
important.
To date we have a very impressive
record. Lets hope it isn't marred.
Never has the flag of victory been waved
by the Mankato cohorts over our team
because never has S. T. C. been defeated
by Mankato. This is something of
which we can be proud. We feel sure
that we may be just ' as proud after
tomorrow's game. Let all be out and
boost our team to a Little Ten Championship!

INFORMATION ABOUT FOOT LESLIE D. ZELENY GIVES
COURSE IN DELINQUENCY
BALL SQUAD IS REVEALED

RED AND BLACK 1926 FOOTBALL RECORD
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

Cloud 3
Cloud 6
Cloud 6
Cloud 6
Cloud 28
Cloud 33
Cloud

Eau Claire
0
St. Johns "U" 0
Moorhead T. C. 6
Virginia J. C.
0
Rochester J . c.,· 7
Eveleth J. C.
0
Mankato T. C.

All Members of Team: Have Attributes
Varying From Heavy Weight and a
Big Chest.Expansion to Speed

The St. Cloud Teachers College football team helped to celebrate Homecoming in a very royal and fitting manner when they trampled over the highlytouted Eveleth Junior College team 331
to O on the Tech Athletic Field Saturday, October 30. At the beginning
of the game St. Cloud kicked off to ,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
Eveleth who was defending the north
·
Coach George Lynch refereed the
goal. After a series of plays, the Range
....
Minneapolis 1~orth High-Central High
team lost the ball to St. Cloud in about football game at Minneapolis Thursday,
the middle of the field. On the very November 4. O n the following Satfirst play which the Lynchmen pulled, ur d ay, Novemb er 6, C oach Lyne h fill e d
Marvin Keyte took the ball and raced t h e ro Ie of umpire
.
. t h e H am1me.
m
forty eight yards for the first counter Carleton gridiron struggle at Hamline
of the game.
College.
The Red and Black scored theirsecond
touchdown on a fumble. Keyte had
punted, and the Eveleth safety man let
For the past two years Hibbing Junior
the pigskin get away from him. Sali- College and Winona State Teachers
terman scooped the ball up and crossed College have been tied for the "Little
the goal line after a run of twenty-six Ten" football championship.
Hibyards. A little later "Bertie" Hansen bing defeated Winona 10 to 7 in the northtook the ball over the white line after a em city last Saturday, November 6, so
series of line smashes. The extra that this year these two schools will not
point for kick after goal raised St. be able to retain the monopoly which
Cloud's total to nineteen. At this th ey appeare d t o h ave acquire
· d on th e
stage of the game Eveleth braced up "Little Ten" crown. Hibbing has closand played the Lynchmen about on a ed its grid season with its colors again
Par for the remainder of the first half. at the top of the heap ' and the North In the second half, St. Cloud scored two men will share the title this year with
more touchdowns which completed the the winner of the St. Cloud-Mankato
scoring for the day. One of the touchencounter. St. Cloud defeated Virdowns resulted from a pass intercepted ginia 6 to O earlier in the season, while
by "Bert" Anderson who turned it Virginia and Hibbing battled to a scoreinto a touchdown after sprinting sixty less tie during the past season. Manfour yards.
kato defeated Winona by about the
Eveleth Pl.ayed hard throughout the same score that Hibbing counted over
.
entl·re game. and the boys from the Range Winona. Accordingly if the Samts
showed excellent fighting spirit which
emerge victorious in the Mankato
they maintained until the final whistle. b ·t tl th
·11 h
·ust cla1·m to the
·si·tors dur- a e ey wi ave a l
·
St. Cloud Outplayed the Vl
"Little Ten" football championship.
ing most of the fray and they treated
the spectators to an excellent game of
football. The Red and Black men were
on their toes at all times and succeeded
Felix K amrowski injured his arm
in getting the jump on Eveleth on many in the Teachers College-Cathederal
occasions. At times the Northerners high school scrimmage on October 20,
spurted and displayed a brand of foot- and he has been handicapped by the
ball that forced the Lynch men to injured member since that time. Coach
establish a stone wall defense.
Lynch gave the little white-haired
There were .no outstanding stars of the halfback a. rest to get his arm back
game. The Lynchmen functioned re- into condition, and Felix was ready for
markably well as a unit. The back action when the College eleven took
field worked together smoothly, both the field against Eveleth on Homein running interference and in carrying coming day.
the ball. The line worked well, on the
offense ripping large holes in the opposIn the Rochester battle Glen Wing,
ing line, and holding firmly on the de- guard on the Lynch eleven, blocked two
fense.
punts which were recJVered and turned

Mankato Teachers College boast a
200 pound fullback in their lineup who
Mr. Clifford 0. Bemis directed the
is said to be a demon line plunger, and
football practice when Coach · George
an excellent man in backing up the li11e
Lynch was confined to his home with a
on the defense.
slight attack of grip. Mr. Bemis is
assistant coach of the football squad
and he has proved to be a valuable
The game with Mankato will prob- assistant to Coach Lynch in developing
ably be the last time Captain Henry high class grid teams at the Red and
Secrest, Glenn Wing, Jake Jacobson, Black institution.
Harold Saliterman, George Hall, Henry
Bettendorf, Gus Westeberg, and Sturre
W esteberg will perform on the gridiron
Marvin Keyte was a visitor at the
w~aring the Red and Black, as these
St. Riphael's hospital Wednesday aftermen are Seniors.
noon, October 20, and Thursday morning, October 21, due to the fact that he
was kicked in the head during the
Joe "Bullet" Turala made one of the scrimmage session with the Cathedral
prettiest runs of the season in the High School on Wednesday afternoon
Rochester game when in the third per- and the blow left him unconscious.
iod he took the ball from well out in the However, "Charlie" didn't seem to like
tield and made a dash along the sidelines his surroundings at the hospital, or he
evading several of the Rochester tack- was anxious to resume his class w,1rk
lers who tried to block his progress at the College bec~use he returned to
and at the same time he managed to school soon aft-er regaining consciouskeep just within the bounds of the ness Thursday morning. Keyte apfield. Jo's run with the pigskin took pea:rs to be no;ne the worse from the
it down within striking distance of blow as he stepped out in the Rochester
the goal from where Bert Hansen went game the following Saturday and scored
two touchdowns.
over for a touchdown.
...

FOOTBALL ECHOES

Have you ever closed the old books
long enough so that the dust might
accumulate on them while you made
an examination into the anatomy of
our football squad? The reporter being in a somewhat inquisitive and unconscious frame of mind one day set
about to perform the autopsy and the
following data includes some of the
information gleaned.
In the first place we should all know
by thi·s time if we are not familiar with
the fact that Captain "Hank" Secrest
1·s 1·n charge of our pigskin chasers when
they are out t~ere on t_h e football lot
digging up the turf. "Hank" is the
center of activity of the line as he occupies the center position of tbe lineup. Henry is rather particular who
guards the pigskin so at intervals we
find "Bonnie" Bonham, "Fats". Coumbe
Gus Westeberg, Sturre Westeberg, and
"Aurora" Jacobson doing guard duty.
Jacobson who is twenty-two years of
age is the "old man" of the squad,
and this is his third year on the team.
George "Tiny" Hall, weighing 182
pounds, is the heaviest man in the outfit, and he is tied with "Longfellow"

I.

into touchdowns. Glen blocked the
first punt in the first few minutes of
the encounter, and Marvin Keyte
recovered the oval behind Rochester's
goal line. Again in th:k second quarter
after "Papa" Wing hiad stopped the
progress of the ball Harold Saliterman
fell on the oval for a touchdown. The
alertness of Coach Lynch's men to take
advantage of the breaks has been one of
the bright spots of the seasons play,
and it has been a big factor in their success.
In the last five years · football teams
of the St. Cloud State Teachers College
have played 34 gridiron battles and the
Red and Black elevens have been defeated in only 5 of these contests. To
win 29 out of 34 games played over a
period of five years is a remarkable record, and any institution may consider
it as a splendid achievement. Coach
George Lynch and assistant coach
Clifford Bemis have had charge of the
moulding of the T eachers College grid
teams over that period of time and the
record established by teams under their
tutelage speaks for the work of the
coaches.

Bush in height in which they both extend to the six foot two inch marker.
The short man on the squad is Felix
Kamrowski, the "Fighting Baker,"
who measures five feet six inches in
height. "Boots" Bettendorf tipping
the scales at 145 pounds is the
light man of the squad. "Papa"
Wing claims the biggest chest expanh
b
h
sion of any man on t e team, ut t e
claim will not be allowed as "Stoneboat" Torgeson happened along and
d )
said, "cedar (see er .chest."
"Andy" Anderson and ,Toe "Bullet"
Turala are supposed to b e halves although they appear to be whole.
"Charley" Keyte and "Ely" Saliterman
take care of the "ends" coming up before the eleven. Bert Hansen is known
as the "Skipper". • Now that we are all
through-Oh, we almost forgot "Horse.'
Surely you have seen "Horse" Cater
down the street!

BASKETBALt TO BE NEXT SPORT
When the curtain is drawn on the
football season after tomorrow's clash
with Mankato there will be a brief lull
in sporting activities at S. T. C. while
the athletes on the football squad will
be given a chance to recuperate from a
strenuous gridiron season before King
Basketball is ushered into the spotlight of the sporting circle. As in the
past seasons, the local hoopsters will
play all of their home basketball games
at the St. Cloud armory, an'd it is
expected that the sq uad will begin
practicing regularly at the armory in
the first part of December after the
opening of the winter quarter.
Harold Saliterman, Henry Secrest,
and Glen Wing, veterans back from last
years crack squad, will form the nucleus
around which Coach Lynch will build
his team for the coming basketball
campaign. Saliterman will be remembered by sport fans for his part in the
Red and Black team play of last season, and Harold will be back again this
year to claim a position on the first
squad. H enry Secrest, captain of the
football squad, performs .equally well
on the gridiron and the basketball
court. Glen Wing, better known as
"Papa", has had experience at every
position on a basketball quint and the
lad from Brewster may be called on to
fill the role of guard, forward, or center.

Continued from page one
ciples of psychiatric social work. Because this subject deals with social behavior, it is important that teachers
have training in it. Winona Teachers
College offers a course in child guidance
which is considered of such great importance that the Common-wealth Fund
is paying the salary of the teacher.
Minneapolis is one of the few school
systems that has a Child Guidance
Clinic. The staff is composed of one
psychiatrist, one psychologist, and three
psychiatric social workers or in other
words three visiting teachers.
The duty of these visiting teachers
is to find the cases that need attention
and then with the help of the rest of the
staff help the delinquent readjust him
self.

RIVERVIEW NEWS
The second assembly of the year
was held in Riverview Center, October
29. Music and other types of the past
month's work were presented by each
grade. President J. C. Brown spoke
briefly at the conclusion of the program

November 8-12 is Book Week and
this year a community celebration of
the work has been arranged. All the
schools in St. Cloud united to make
this a memorable week. First and
second grade children entertained at
Mother Goose parties at the Public
Library. Third and fourth grades
took part in the city-wide election of a
King and Queen of Bookland. Many
pre-election speeches were given in behalf of favored candidates. Fifth
and sixth grades enjoyed a book movie
at the Technical High School and took
part in a book guessing contest. Sev
enth and eighth grades entered in a
competition to see who could write
the prize-winning book report of the
week.
The Riverview football team met
and defeated the Sauk Rapids team
in an exciting game October 28th
score 21-0. Another game is planned
for the near future.

The November meeting of P. T. A
was held Monday, October 8, in the
Music Room. Since its aim was in
keeping with Book Week, Miss Char
lotte Knudson gave a talk on the Recreational Reading of Boys and Girls
Brief reports were made on books by
third grade. Fifth grade children presented a scene from "Five LittlePeppers.'
A report was made by an eighth grade
student explaining how dramatizations
are planned and carried out by com
mittees in that grade. ·
Musical numbers were given by
Mrs. Helene Sorlien, by Mr. Percy
McChesney and by groups of primary
children.
Two classes in "Melody Way" piano
instruction have been organized in the
Riverview from the fifth, sixth, seventh
and eighth grades. Miss Myrl Carlsen
is the instructor. Miss Carlsen says
that a great deal of progress has been
made. Much interest has been aroused
and it is expected that more classes will
have to be organized. If enough col
lege students are interested in piano
instruction, a class in methods will be
formed.
All who went away from Shoe Hall
during M. E. A. missed the treat of- a
life time. Pancakes with maple syrup
greeted the girls one morning for breakfast!

